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Redox-active molecules have potential as charge storage materials because of their ability to undergo facile electron-transfer
reactions at low potentials.1 To incorporate these molecules into
CMOS technology platform presents an attractive route toward
nanoscale memory devices with tailor-made characteristics.2 For
instance, when spin-coated onto the conduction channel of a field
effect transistor (FET), the cobalt-phthalocyanine molecules can
be brought into different redox states by gate voltage pulses; this
chemical transformation then alters the conduction of the FET and
renders the device an excellent bistability.2d The working principle
is similar to that of the conventional silicon-based flash memories
where a floating gate can be charged or discharged via electron
tunneling through a thin oxide layer.3 Replacing the insulating oxide
layer with molecular components will further reduce device size
and simplify fabrication. On the basis of this concept, we have built
a multilevel molecular memory based on the self-assembly of a
bis(terpyridine)-Fe(II) molecule on an indium oxide (In2O3)
nanowire FET (NW-FET).4 Here we report structural influences
of a family of bis(terpyridine)-Fe(II) molecules on charge storage
characteristics, including charge retention, width, and stability of
the memory window.
Because of their octahedral configuration in coordination, bis(terpyridine)-transition metal complexes exhibit superior chemical
and electronic stability toward redox reactions.5,6 A model for
application of these molecules in molecular electronics uses the
metal atom as charge storage vehicle and the terpyridine ligands
as insulating barriers for charge transfer.7 The molecules shown in
Figure 1a were synthesized according to literature methods6,8 and
were characterized with 1H and 13C NMR, mass (ES) spectroscopy,
and elemental analysis. Cyclic voltammetric studies revealed that
all three molecules exhibited pseudoreversible electron-transfer
behavior with a pair of Fe(II)/Fe(III) redox peaks around 0.8 to
0.9 V (vs Ag/AgNO3 in acetonitrile).
The left inset of Figure 1b shows an SEM image of a NW-FET,
where a single-crystalline In2O3 nanowire was dispersed on a SiO2coated silicon wafer with patterned source/drain electrodes.9 The
devices exhibit typical n-type FET behavior and showed no
hysteresis. Functionalization of the nanowire surface with molecules
was carried out by literature methods using aqueous ammonium
hydroxide/tetrahydrafuran solution (to convert the thioacetate groups
into thiolate).10 The formation of molecular monolayers was
confirmed by ellipsometry.4,11 The molecular coverage density was
measured using a quartz crystal microbalance (QCM) to be 5.2,
5.1, and 6.5 molecules/nm2 for molecule 1, 2, and 3, respectively.11
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Figure 1. (a) Structure of the bis(terpyridine)-Fe(II) molecules used in
this study. (b) I-Vg curve of the device modified with the ligand of molecule
3 (Vds ) 0.1 V). Left inset: SEM image of the indium oxide NW-FET.
Right inset: Structure of the ligand.

Figure 2. I-Vg curves of devices with (a) molecule 1, (b) molecule 2,
and (c) molecule 3 and current-time curves of devices with (d) molecule
1, (e) molecule 2, and (f) molecule 3 (Vds ) -0.1 V)

A negative voltage pulse on the silicon back gate injects positive
charges into the nanowire and subsequently oxidizes the molecules;
for an n-type In2O3 NW-FET, these oxidized molecules work as a
chemical gate and lead to a high-conductance (“on”) state.
Conversely, a sufficiently large positive gate voltage pulse leads
the device to low conductance (“off”) state. These processes can
be monitored by I-Vg curves that show the drain current (I) as a
function of gate voltage (Vg) at a small fixed drain voltage (Vds).
To ascertain the role of Fe(II) in charge storage, we obtained the
I-Vg curves of the NW-FETs assembled with the terpyridine ligand
(lower right inset of Figure 1b) and with molecules 1-3. As shown
in Figure 1b and Figure 2a-c, the device with just the ligand
showed very little hysteresis while devices with molecules 1-3
showed large hysteresis loops. A significant hysteresis indicates
an electronic bistable system where the two states defined at Vg )
0 V can be used for data storage applications. These results confirm
that the redox active Fe(II) center is responsible for the memory
10.1021/ja049368c CCC: $27.50 © 2004 American Chemical Society
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Figure 3. Dependence of I-Vg curve on time for devices with molecule
1 (a) and molecule 3 (b). Red curve: I-Vg curve of the device taken
immediately after it was loaded in a vacuum. Blue curve: I-Vg curve of
the same device taken after it stayed in a vacuum for 2 days.

effect. Furthermore, the hysteresis becomes more pronounced within
the series of molecules 1-3, as is evident by the increasing gate
voltage shift (∆Vth) of 4.8, 10.0, and 28.0 V, showing a strong
dependence of ∆Vth on molecular structure.
Charge retention was obtained by first writing (or erasing) the
devices into “on” (or “off” state) using gate voltage pulses and then
recording the source/drain conduction over time with fixed Vds of
-0.1 V. Figure 2d-f shows the dependence of drain current on
time for devices with molecules 1-3 at both “on” (red curve) and
“off” (blue curve) states. From these curves, retention time τ was
estimated as τ1 ) 200 s, τ2 ) 12 h, and τ3 ) 287 h.11 The ratio
τ1:τ2:τ3 of 1:216:5166 indicates a strong dependence of charge
retention on molecular structure. For electron-transfer reactions
involving a single electron tunneling step, the exponential dependence of the electron-transfer constant on distance has been
described by the super exchange model12a,b and has also observed
in experiments.12c,d Compared with that of molecule 2, the extra
phenyl ring between the thiolate headgroup and the Fe(II) center
in molecule 3 increases the charge tunneling distance by 5 to 6 Å,
and thus could be responsible for the larger τ measured for molecule
3 (τ3 ) 24 τ2). It is less straightforward to comprehend the even
greater difference in retention between molecules 1 and 2 (τ2 )
216 τ1), since the two molecules only differ in a thiolate headgroup.
However, it is known that molecules with thiolate groups can
chemisorb on the In2O3 surface to form strong contact while those
molecules without cannot; the latter may physisorb, i.e., trapped
by weak van der Waals interaction, thus forming weaker and
random contacts with the In2O3 surface.9a These weak and random
contacts could result in poorly defined charge tunneling paths with
low barriers, as is strongly indicated by the sharp current drop in
a time scale of 100 s (Figure 2d) for molecule 1. On the contrary,
currents for devices with molecules 2 and 3 were nearly constant
over a much longer time scale (Figure 2e,f). We believe this
extremely slow leakage of charge indicates a uniform tunneling
path with a high barrier, a possible result of the strong contact
formed between the thiolate and In2O3 nanowire.
We further examined the influence of contact on device stability
by monitoring the hysteresis of various devices in a vacuum for a
prolonged period. Figure 3a shows two I-Vg curves obtained with
a NW-FET coated with molecule 1, with the red curve taken
immediately after the sample was loaded into vacuum and the blue
curve taken 2 days later. A significant drift in hysteresis was
observed; for example, the turn-on threshold voltage Vth shifted
from -0.9 to -1.5 V, accompanied by a 3.1 V reduction in ∆Vth.
In contrast, the device with molecule 3 showed much smaller drift
in hysteresis (20% change in turn-on Vth) and no reduction in ∆Vth
(Figure 3b). This striking difference suggests a difference in the
chemical stability of the two devices. Since the two molecules have

same bis(terpyridine)-Fe(II) core structure, we ascribe the larger
stability for the device with molecule 3 to the ability of the thiolate
headgroup to make stronger contact with the nanowire surface and
vice versa.
In summary, we showed that both retention time (τ) and threshold
voltage shift (∆Vth) strongly depend on the structure of the bis(terpyridine)-Fe(II) molecule and both increase in the order of 1
< 2 < 3. These results suggests that the presence of the thiolate
headgroup and/or longer ligand length increases charge retention
with a wider and more stable memory window, possibly due to the
increasing tunneling barrier. The approach of using molecular
components, i.e., ligand, to replace the inorganic oxide as insulating
layer in memory devices, affords simple fabrication, ultra-small
device size, and molecular level control.
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